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CASTELLANO.

Words by
DICK RICHARDS.

Music by
HENRY FRANTZEN.

Tempo di Valse con spirito.

VOICE.

PIANO.

Music playing so sweet,

flowers fill the air with perfume, Tell me

of love's delight, Ah! Ah! Castellano.
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Memories of a maid in sunny Spain,

Castanets gaily sounding once again,

Senoritas are everywhere. Eyes that

flash at you, lips that make you dare. Loving arms

always ready to enfold, Sparkling wine fills your
heart with passion bold, Ah! to be in our old Madrid.

Take me there once again, I bid.

Moonlight falls from above. Whisper

once again those words, dear. Mandolin soft and

low—Ah! Ah! Castellano.
Dreamy sounds of melody, dreamy eyes from o'er the sea, romance of a by-gone day. True to you, yes, true to you I'll always be.

Castellan-o, maid so fair, Are you

a tempo.
waiting for me there? Your face haunts me ev'ry
where, My Castel-lan-o, 'tis of thee I sing, I

sing of thee, I sing

of thee.
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